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10mm Base Foam
  

  
Product code: KBT12867-U187
Selected Colour: Grey
Width: 140cm
Price: £9.99/mtr

Available Colours:

Grey

  

Description:

Enhance Comfort and Versatility with 10mm Base Foam with Scrim Backing

When it comes to adding a soft cushion effect to your fabric and enhancing comfort on hard surfaces, the
10mm Base Foam with Scrim Backing is the perfect solution. This foam, with its versatile nature and
multiple applications, offers endless possibilities for various industries and projects. From upholstery and
curtain making to automotive uses and fragile protection, this foam delivers exceptional performance.
Read on to discover the features, benefits, and numerous applications of this remarkable base foam.

Soft Cushioning Effect:
The 10mm Base Foam serves as an excellent underlining foam that provides a soft cushion effect.
By placing this foam beneath the top fabric, you can enhance the comfort and plushness of
furniture, poker tables, card tables, and cushion mats. It creates a luxurious feel, ensuring a
delightful seating experience for your guests.

 

Versatile Applications:
This base foam is incredibly versatile and finds applications across various industries. It is
commonly used in upholstery and curtain making, providing an additional layer of comfort and
padding. Additionally, it is highly sought after in model making, notice boards, pin boards, photo
mounting, and toy making. Its cushioning properties make it an ideal choice for fragile protection
and insulation, reducing the risk of damage during transportation and storage.

 



Automotive Trade Applications:
The 10mm Base Foam is particularly popular in the automotive trade for its remarkable properties.
It is commonly used in headlining, door cards, side panels, and sound dampening applications. The
foam's cushioning effect not only enhances comfort but also reduces vibration and noise,
contributing to a more enjoyable driving experience. It is also utilized in air filter covers and
filtration systems, offering both protection and insulation benefits.

 

Easy to Use:
This base foam can be easily applied using a contact spray adhesive. The foam's scrim backing
ensures a secure and long-lasting bond when adhered to various surfaces. Its compatibility with
adhesive sprays simplifies the installation process, making it convenient for both professional and
DIY projects.

 

Request a Foam Sample:
To assess the quality and density of the 10mm Base Foam with Scrim Backing, we encourage you to
request a foam sample. This will allow you to evaluate its texture, thickness, and overall suitability for your
specific needs. We are confident that once you experience the comfort and versatility of this foam first
hand, you will be eager to incorporate it into your projects.

The 6mm Base Foam with Scrim Backing is a reliable and versatile solution for achieving a soft cushion
effect on hard surfaces. Its multiple applications span across industries, including upholstery, curtain
making, model making, notice boards, fragile protection, and automotive uses. Whether you need to
enhance comfort, reduce vibration, or provide insulation, this base foam is an excellent choice. Don't miss
out on the opportunity to explore its countless uses. Request a foam sample today and unlock the
potential of this exceptional product.
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